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INTRODUCTION 
It is well-known that the set of strings (over some alphabet) definable by a read-only 
Turing machine in time intervals equal to the lengths of the strings is just a regular 
set over the given alphabet. The situation changes however if the machine is permitted 
to interrogate an oracle in the manner prescribed by Turing. We recall that in Turing 
machine theory [2] a computed function f is said to be recursive in a predicate ~, if 
the change of state of the machine is permitted to depend upon whether or not the 
current number n (on the tape) is in ~.  As formalized in [2], there is no loss of com- 
puting time involved in consulting and responding to the oracle, but this desirable 
feature of the oracle may be lost if a particular model of realization (of the oracular 
operation) is adopted. 
In what follows, we shall be concerned with the notion of definability (of classes of 
sets) which results when a one-way read-only Turing machine is permitted to inter- 
rogate--in astyle different from that of Turing--an oracle in the form of an additional 
tape R on which the oracular information is stored. R may be viewed as a (one-way 
infinite) sequence 7a7~73 "'" over an alphabet F. ( I f / ' is  considered as a subset of{0, 1} n 
then/" may be taken to represent a finite set of predicates 9~i, i = 1,..., n.) We permit 
the read-only Turing machine to ask, at the ith step of its operation, not whether the 
number on the input tape is in the oracle's predicate, but whether i is in the oracle's 
predicate(s). 
Thus we seek to model our construction on the type of computation which relies 
upon a table look-up, but which, at each next step of computation, may know only 
the next table entry. Thus, in contradistinction to Turing's oracle, the device here 
(which we call a referenced automaton) may be regarded as a real-time oracle. With 
respect to some initial positioning of the machine (with respect o the reference tape) 
a set of input strings is defined (accepted); if the initial position is changed, the 
corresponding machine-reference tape combination defines another set of input 
strings. Our interest is in the family of sets thus defined. (Such families we call 
metaregular families.) 
The referenced automata have recently been considered by Agasandyan [1] and 
Salomaa [5]. They studied the generalization of regular sets obtained from a time- 
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varying automaton (which is equivalent to an automaton with a reference tape). We 
study not just a single set but the entire family of sets obtained from the possible 
initial positions of the reference tape. Our results include most of the results in [1] and 
[5] and in addition we obtain several results valid for families. 
Our main concern is with properties of regular sets which are valid for metaregular 
families. Among our results are: (I) the metaregular families form a Boolean algebra, 
(2) they can be characterized by means of a family of equivalence r lations, and (3) 
they satisfy a Kleene-Myhill theorem. 
The scheme of the paper is as follows: In Section 1 we define the notions of refer- 
enced automata, metaregular sets, and families of metaregular sets (metaregular 
families); and we show that the nondeterministic version of referenced automata is no 
stronger than the deterministic one. We also consider some unsolvability results 
concerning metaregular families. In Section 2 we exhibit the Boolean properties of 
metaregular families, and show that such families contain a hierarchy graduated 
according to the rank of the reference alphabet. In Section 3 a characterization, by
means of equivalence r lations, is given for metaregular families; and it is shown that 
the class of metaregular sets is not closed under string reversal and does not include 
the class of context-free languages. In Section 4 those metaregular families with 
ultimately periodic reference tapes are characterized in terms of regular sets. In 
Section 5 two new operations--splice product and splice star--are introduced and 
the main theorem is proved. This is the natural generalization f the Kleene-Myhill 
characterization f the regular sets, and identifies the class of metaregular families as 
the smallest class of indexed families containing all finite families and closed under 
union, splice product and splice star. In Section 6 we show that, while metaregularity 
is not preserved under homomorphism, families of homomorphisms subject to a 
certain uniformity condition do preserve metaregularity and metaregular families. 
1. REFERENCED AUTOMATA 
In this section we define the concept of referenced automaton. This can be regarded 
as a finite-state automaton i which the next-state function is a function of the number 
of input symbols already scanned. We formalize this by means of a one-way infinite 
reference tape, and by the next state being determined by (i) the state in question, 
(ii) the input symbol being scanned, and (iii) the symbol on the reference tape being 
scanned. Such devices, used as acceptors, define the class of metaregular sets. Since 
the reference tape of a referenced automaton can be translated to yield a new referenced 
automaton, the translations give rise to an indexed family of sets, called a metaregular 
family. This Section contains the definitions of these concepts, some examples, a
proof of the standard fact that deterministic or nondeterministic referenced automata 
define the same families, and a brief discussion of decidability questions. 
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For any set X we use #(X)  for the cardinal of X. Let Z denote an alphabet (= a 
finite set of symbols, a, b, c,...) and let 27* denote the free semigroup generated by 27. 
So Z* consists of all words (or strings), x =- ala ~ ... a,~, over Z (i.e., a i is in 27 for 
1 ~< i ~< n, n = 0, 1, 2,...). The length of any string, x ~- ala ~ ... as,  is the integer 
I x [ = n. We use A as the empty word in Z*; ] A I = 0. We are interested in sets 
SC  27*. 
Let P be a finite set. By a reference tape R over F, we mean an infinite sequence 
R = 71Y27a "", where the 7i are elements of F. 
By a (deterministic) referenced automaton over 27, F we mean a quintuple 
A = (Q, 8, qt, F, R) such that: 
(1) Q is a finite set (of states); 
(2) 3 is a function from Q • 27 • F to Q (the next-state function); 
(3) ql is an element of Q (the start-state); 
(4) F C Q (the set of final states); 
(5) R is a reference tape over P. 
A nondeterministic referenced automaton over Z, Fis a quintuple A = (Q, 3, Q1, F, R> 
satisfying all of the above, except hat (2) is replaced by 
(2') 3 is a function from 2 ~ x Z X F to 2 o, and (3) is replaced by 
(3') Q1 C Q (the set of start-states) 
In order to show how referenced automata re used we define 3 o : Q • 27* --~ Q 
for the deterministic ease (3 0 : 2 ~ x 27* ~ 2 ~ in the nondeterministic ease) inductively 
for q in Q by the equations 
30(q, A) = q, 
S0(q, al  "'" a .+d = ~(~o(q, al  "'" a.) ,  a .+ l ,  ~'.+0, n ~> 0 
(and in the nondeterministic case, for Q' C Q 
~o(Q', A) = Q', 
3o(Q', a 1 "-- a,+l) = 3(8o(Q', at . . -  a,), a•+a, 7,+1), n ~> 0). 
The set So(.//) accepted by A is defined by 
So(A ) ----= {w in Z* : 3o(ql , w) is inF}. 
(and in the nondeterministic case 
So(A ) -= {w in 27* : 3o(Q1 , W) meets F}.). 
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A set S C Z* is said to be metaregular if S = S0(A ), for some deterministic referenced 
automaton A. Since an automaton in the usual sense is a special case of a referenced 
automaton, any regular set is metaregular. 
EXAMPLE. We present an example of a metaregular set that is not regular. Take 
F = Z and let A~ = ({qx, q2}, 3, ql, {qa}, R), where R is any reference tape over Z, 
and where 
~ql if q =q l  and a =b 
8(q, a~ b) 
q~ if q 7(= ql or a # b. 
Then So(A~) is the set of all initial subwords of R. Thus, the set of all prefixes of any 
reference tape is a metaregular set. In case Z = {a, b) and R = ~W2 .... where 
la if i=n  2 for somen, 
7 i= Ib if i~n  2 for anyn, 
then the set of all prefixes of R is easily seen not to be a regular set (e.g., the prefixes 
ending in a must have length n ~ for some n, and this set is not regular). 
It is important o regard a referenced automaton as defining an indexed family 
of subsets of Z* in the following way. For a reference tape R : 7W~ "'" and 
i = 0, 1, 2,..., we let Ti(R) = ~'i+lYi+2 "'" be the translate of R by i units. Then 
A i = (Q, 8, ql,  F, Ti(R)) is the corresponding referenced automaton. We inductively 
define the mapping 3i : Q • Z --~ Q, for each i ~> 0 and for all q ~ Q by 
3i(q, A) = q, 
8i(q, al... an+l) = 8(8i(q, a I . . .  an) , an+l ,  ~i+n+l),  n ~ 0 
(with a similar definition for the nondeterministic case). 
It is then clear that 
8~(q, xy) = 8~+1~r(8~( q, x), y), for all i ~> O, 
and alt x, y in Z* (with the corresponding relation in the nondeterministic case). We 
define a function S(A) from the nonnegative integers to subsets of 2J* by 
S(A)(i) = {w e Z* : 8,(ql, w) ~Y} 
(with a similar definition for the nondeterministic case). It is then clear that S(A)(i) 
is just the metaregular set accepted by Ai 9 A function S from nonnegative integers to 
subsets of Z* is called a metaregular family, if there is a (deterministic) referenced 
automaton A such that S = S(A). 
Referenced automata nd metaregular sets have been studied by Agasandyan [1] 
and by Salomaa [5]. Our main interest is in the metaregular families. We note first 
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that a nondeterministic referenced automaton determines a metaregular family so 
that deterministic and nondeterministic referenced automata, as acceptors, have the 
same power. 
THEOREM 1.1. I f  -4 is any nondeterministic referenced automaton, then 5(-4) is a 
metaregular family. 
The proof is a straightforward adaption of that for ordinary finite-state automata 
and is omitted. 
We next consider some decidability questions. Note first that the definition of a 
referenced automaton (Q, 3, ql, F, R)  is such that another referenced automaton is 
obtained by replacing the reference tape R by any other reference tape R' (over _r'). 
To indicate the dependence of the automaton on the reference tape we shall write 
AR' = (Q, 3, ql,  F, R') .  
THEOREM 1.2. Given a referenced automaton (Q, 3, ql ,F, R), it is effectively 
decidable whether there exists a reference tape R' such that the referenced automaton 
An, = (Q, 3, ql , F, R') defines a non-empty metaregular set S(0). 
Proof. Let A'  = (Q, 3, qa, F )  be the automaton over 2:' = 27 •  determined 
by _4. Let/11 , /7  2 be the homomorphisms which project 27' to 27 and to P, respectively. 
I f  w' is any word accepted by _4', then /71(w') will be in the metaregular set S(0) 
defined by any referenced automaton (Q, 3, ql, F, R'), such that II2(w' ) is an initial 
subword of R'. Thus, if _4' defines a non-empty regular set, there exist reference 
tapes R' such that (Q, 3, ql, F, R ' )  defines a non-empty metaregular set S(0). 
Conversely, if there is a reference tape R' such that (Q, 3, qa ,F, R') defines a 
non-empty metaregular set S(0), let u be any word in this metaregular set. Let v be 
the initial subword of R' such that I v I = I u 1. Then there is a unique word w' over 
27' such that/71(w') = u,/-/2(w') = v. It is clear that w' is accepted by A'. 
Therefore, we have shown that there is a reference tape R' such that (Q, 3, ql, F, R') 
defines a non-empty metaregular set S(0) if and only if the automaton A' defines a 
non-empty regular set. Since the latter is effectively decidable [3], the theorem is 
proved. 
Remarks. (1) For any reference tape R' and any n ~ 0 the metaregular set Sa(n) 
defined by the referenced automaton -4 = (Q, 3, ql, F, R') ,  is the metaregular set 
San(0 ) defined by the referenced automaton An = (Q, 3, ql, F, T~(R')). Therefore, 
it follows from Theorem 1.2 that for any n ~ 0, it is effectively decidable whether 
there is a reference tape R' such that the metaregular set S(n) defined by the referenced 
automaton (Q, 3, qa, F, R ' )  is non-empty. 
(2) I f  A ~ (Q, 3, ql ,F, R) is a referenced automaton over Z', /', let 
-4' = (Q, 3, qa, F )  be the corresponding automaton over Z" ---- Z' • F. The proof of 
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Theorem 1.2 shows that the metaregular family S a has the property that Sa(n) is 
non-empty for some n ~ 0 if and only if the reference tape R contains a subword of 
the form l-I~(w') for some w' accepted by .4'. 
(3) Even if reference tapes are restricted to (representations of) recursive predi- 
cates R (say enumerated by GSdel numbers e of Turing machines which compute 
these predicates), the problem of whether the referenced automaton (Q, 5, ql, F, R) 
defines afamily S such that S(n) is non-empty for some n ~ 0 is recursively unsolvable. 
For example, consider the class of referenced automata that accept words w if and 
only if the last symbol of w coincides with the occurrence of 0 in the corresponding 
position in R. For such automata the emptiness problem stated above is equivalent to 
the emptiness problem for recursive predicates, and this is known to be recursively 
unsolvable [4]. 
2. ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF METAREGULAR FAMILIES 
In this section we consider closure properties of the class of metaregular families. 
In particular we show that the class is closed under complementation and intersection, 
and hence that it is a Boolean algebra. We also show that it is closed under the operation 
of deleting the non-empty words in all sets of the family with indices in some given 
subset of nonnegative integers. Finally we establish that the metaregular families form 
a hierarchy corresponding to the cardinal of their reference alphabet. 
If S is an indexed family of subsets of 27", we define its complement to be the indexed 
family S such that 
~( i )  = z ,  - s( i ) .  
LEMMA 2.1. I f  S is a metaregular family, so is S. 
If $ and S' are two indexed families of subsets of 27", we define their union S v S', 
intersection S ^ S', and difference S -- S' to be the indexed families such that 
(S v S')(i) - -  S(i) v S'(i); 
(s A S')( i)  ---- S(i) n s'( i) ;  
(s  - s ' ) ( i )  - s ( i )  - s'( i) .  
It is then clear thatSvS '=S^S'andS- -S '=SAS ' .  
THEOREM 2.2. The metaregular families form a Boolean algebra with respect o the 
above operations. 
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Let J be any set of nonnegative integers. If S is any function from nonnegative 
integers to subsets of 27", its restriction to J, denoted by S I J, is the function such that 
IS(i) if i~ J 
($ [ j)(i) = ~5(i) n {A} if ir J 
COROLLARY. I f  S is any metaregular family and J is any set of nonnegative integers, 
then $ [ J is a metaregular family. 
Proof. Given J, let Sj be the indexed family such that 
IX * if i~ J  $S(i)= {A} if i6 J .  
It is clear that $ ] J = S A $j. From Theorem 2.1 it follows that S ] J  is a recta- 
regular family if $ and $s are metaregular families. Thus, the corollary will follow if 
we verify that Ss is a metaregular family for each J. 
Let 27 b.e arbitrary,/" = {0, 1} and define Rs = 7172 "'" where 
t~ if i - l e J  ( i=1 ,2 , . . . )  
Y~ = if i - -  1 6 J 
Let As be the referenced automaton ({ql, q2, q3}, 3, ql, {ql, q~}, Rs) such that: 
It is then trivial that 
~(ql, a, O) ~- q21 
3(qa, a, 1) = q3 
3(qi, a, O) = qi 
3(qi, a, l) = qi 
(all a ~ X;  i = 2, 3). 
IX * if i~ J  $(Aj ) ( i )= {A} if i 6L  
and this shows that Ss is a metaregular family. 
We now fix 27 = {0, I} and consider the collection $n, for n ~ 1, of metaregular 
families of subsets of X* that can be defined by referenced automata over X, /'~, 
where Fn has n elements. Then $1 is the collection of constant metaregular families, 
each of which is regular, and it is obvious that $1 C $2 C .... We shall prove that each 
inclusion is proper. 
LEMMA 2.3. For each n ~ 2 there is a referenced automaton A over 27, I'~ whose 
corresponding metaregular set S0(A ) is not defined by any referenced automaton over 
2, 1",_1. 
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Proof. For k >~ 1, let Bk be the set of all words over F n of length k (so Bk contains 
exactly n k words), and let wk be the product of the words in Bk taken in some order 
(so [wk ] = knk). Let R be the reference tape over /'n such that R is the product 
WlW 2 .". Let A = (Q, 8, qx, F, R), where 
Q = 2r , (= the set of all subsets of/'~), 
qx = F,~, 
F = Q - { ~} = the set of non-empty subsets of Fn,  
$(C, 0, y) =C- - (y}  I for CCF~ eF,, 
~(c ,  l ,  7) = c n {7}I '  ' ~ " 
Then A is a referenced automaton over 2:, r ' ,  and we describe the metaregular set 
So(A ). For each ~, e F~ let h, be the homomorphism from Pn* to Z* such that 
I0, if y @ ),' h,(y') 
1, if y=y ' .  
Then h~(R) is an infinite word over Z, and we let init h~(R) be the set of all initial 
subwords of h~(R). Then it is easy to verify that 7' ~ 3o(qa, w) if and only if w is in 
init h~(R), so that So(A ) = O~r ,  init hv(R ). We note two properties of S0(A): 
(1) For m ~ 0, there are at most n words of length m in So(A), and if m ~ n 
there are exactly n words of length m in So(A ). 
(2) If we set wk = WklWk~ "'" wk%, where [ wkj I = k and v k = n k, then for any 
1 ~< p < q ~ vk, there is ~, r F such that h~(wkr) ~ h~(wkr (because wk~ =/: wkq, so 
we need only choose y so that the symbol ~ occurs somewhere in wkv but not in the 
corresponding position of wkq). 
We show S0(A ) is not defined by any referenced automaton over Z, Fn-1 9 Assume 
the contrary and let A'  = (Q', 3', ql', F', R'> be a referenced automaton over S, F~_ 1 
such that So(A' ) = So(A ). Choose k > t so large that [#(Q')]'~ 9(n - 1) k < n k (such 
a choice of k is possible because [#(Q')]" is fixed and limk_~={n/(n -- 1)} k = m). With 
this k fixed, write R' as a product of words wl'w z' ..., where I wv' I = I wv ], and set 
t t 
wk' = w~lw'k~ "'" w~,  where I wkv I = k and v~ = n k. For each I ~ i ~< vk let x~ be 
the word in init h,(R) of length I wl' I + "'" + t wk-1 I + (i --  1)k. Then x,i is also 
in So(X ) and we define q~. = $o(ql', x,i). Among the v~ ordered (n-+-1)-tuples 
I ! I 9 (wki, qe~ ,..., %,~)(~ = 1,..., v~), where 7a .... , y~ is an enumeration of F , ,  there are 
only (n -- 1)~[#(Q')] '~ different ones, hence there exist p, q, with 1 ~p < q ~< ve 
l i i t t such that w~v = w~a and q~v = q~q, for all y e F ' .  Therefore, 3o(qt , x~) = 3o(qx', x~q) 
for all y ~ F~. Since xy.v+~ = x~vh~(we~, ), we see that 
3o(q1', x~qh~(wk~,)) = 3o(qa', x~,~,h~(wkv)) ~ F, 
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so x, qh~(wk~) is in S0(A' ). Since x, qh~(wkq ) is also in S0(A'), it follows from (1), above, 
that h~(wk~) = hv(wkq). Since this is true for all ~,, it contradicts (2) above, and this 
contradiction establishes the result. 
This lemma gives immediately the following: 
THEOREM 2.4. For any Z let SP~ , n ~ 1, be the collection of metaregular families of 
subsets of Z* defined by referenced automata over Z, {1 ..... n). Then 5aa C <9~ C "", and 
if Z has more than one element, each inclusion is proper. 
3. CHARACTERIZATION OF METAREGULAR FAMILIES 
It is well-known [3] how to characterize regular subsets of 27* by means of the 
finiteness of the set of equivalence classes of a certain equivalence relation on 27*. 
In this section we obtain a characterization of metaregular families by means of the 
boundedness of the number of equivalence classes of a family of equivalence relations. 
This is a gefieralization for families of a result known for metaregular sets 
(Agasandyan [1]). As a consequence of this characterization, we present an example 
of a context-free language which is not a metaregular set. We also show that the class of 
metaregular sets is not closed under product (concatenation) or under word reversal. 
Given a subset S C Z* the equivalence r lation corresponding to S is the equivalence 
relation ~ on Z* such that u r.~ v if and only if, for all w in Z*, uw belongs to S if 
and only if vw belongs to S. It is a standard result [3] that S is a regular set if and 
only if there is only afinite number of equivalence classes (of the equivalence relation ~-~) 
corresponding to S. We now generalize this equivalence relation to a family of equiv- 
alence relations corresponding to an indexed family. 
Given a non-empty set J of nonnegative integers, a family S of subsets of Z* indexed 
by J is defined to be a function from J to subsets of 27*. For each nonnegative integer i, 
the ith equivalence relation corresponding to S is the equivalence relation ,~, on 
U [275 :j ~ i, i - -  j ~ J] such that u -~ v if and only if, for all w in Z*, uw belongs to 
S ( i - - lu ] )  if and only if vw belongs to S ( i - - I v l ) .  (Note that if u is in 
U [ Zs :J ~ i, i - - j~  J], then i -  ]u] is in J.) This is an equivalence relation for 
each i; it is obvious that u ,~o v and u ~ S(i - -  I u I) together imply v E S(i - -  I v I). 
EXAMPLE. Suppose ] consists only of O. Then q. is defined on Z ~, and it is clear 
that for u, v ~ Z i, u ~ v if and only if u .~ v, where ~ is the equivalence relation 
corresponding to S(O). 
Remark. I f  J is the set of all nonnegative integers, then $ is an indexed family, 
and the corresponding equivalence relation ~. is defined on I,] [27~ : j  ~ i]. 
57~/3/4-7 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let A = <Q, 3, ql ,F,  R )  be a referenced automaton and let ,~ be 
the ith equivalence r lation corresponding tothe indexed family $( A). I f  u, v ~ 0 [Z~ : j <~ i] 
and 3~_lul(ql , u) = 3i_lvI(qx , v), then u ~ v. i 
Proof. Assume 3i_lul(ql , u) = 3i_f~l(ql, v), and let w be any word in Z*. Then 
uw ~ S(i - I u t) "~ ~- I , , l (q~ , uw) E F 
.cz> ~i(~i_l~[(qx , V), W) ~ F 
-~ 3~_lvl(qt, vw) ~ F 
-~  vw E S(i - I v  I). 
This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 3.2. Given a referenced automaton A, there is an integer N such that, for 
the indexed family $(A), each of the corresponding equivalence r lations ,~ has at most N 
equivalence classes. 
Proof. Define the function q)i: UJ~i ZJ---~Q by q)i(u) = 3i_lul(ql , u). It follows 
from Lemma 3.1 that if ~i(u) = qJi(v) then u ~ v. Therefore, the number of equiva- 
lence classes of ~ at most is equal to #(Q). Thus, N -- #(Q) has the desired property. 
t 
This last result is a necessary condition that an indexed family S be a metaregular 
family. We shall show this condition is also sufficient. 
L~MMA 3.3. Let $ be a family of subsets of Z* indexed by J. I f  u ,~. v, then ux i~'~l vx 
for any x ~ Z*. 
Proof. I f  u ~ v, then for x 6 Z* and any w ~ Z*, we have 
(ux)w ~ S(i + I x I - I ux  I) ~ u(xw)  ~ S(i  - I u I) 
v(xw) ~ $(i -- ] v ]) 
(vx)w ~ S(i + j x [ - I vx  3. 
This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let S be a family of subsets of Z* indexed by J. Assume there is an 
integer N such that each of the corresponding equivalence relations ,~ has at most N 
i 
equivalence classes; assume also that A belongs to all of the subsets S(j), or to none of them. 
Then there is a referenced automaton A such that S(A)(j) = $(j), for all j ~ J. 
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Proof. For each i>/0 ,  let #i be a function from (3[Z J : j~ i , i - j e J ]  to 
{1,..., N} such that: 
(a) ~0i(u) ~- r if and only if u ~ v, 
(b) r ---- 1 if i e J. 
(Such functions exist for each i because ~-~ has at most N equivalence classes.) Let F 
be the finite set of all functions from (0, 1} • (1,..., N} • 27 to {0, 1} x {1,..., iV}. 
For i />  1, choose y~ e F so that, for all u e (J [Z~ : j  <~ i - -  1, i - - j  - -  1 e J] and all 
ae27, 
y~(k, ~_~(u), a) = <k', r 
where k' : 1 if and only if uae S( i - -  ] ua [) = S( i - -  I u [ - -  1). (Such Vi can be 
defined for each i by Lemma 3.3; i.e., ~i_l(u) : r implies u --~ v which, by 
i -1  
the Lemma, implies ua ~ va, and this implies r : q)i(va).) Note that the above 
equation may. only partially define Yi, in which case ),~ is chosen to be one of the 
functions having the desired properties. 
Let A : <Q, 3, ql, F, R)  be the referenced automaton such that 
Q : {0, 1} • {1, 2,..., N}, qx: (kx ,1 ) ,  
where k 1 = 1 if and only if A is in $(j), for some j e J (in which case A is in S(j), 
for al l j  e J), F = {1} • {1,,.., N}, R = ~'lY~ ,..., and 3 is defined by 
8(<k,j>, ~, y,) = ~,,(k,j, a). 
An easy induction on [ x [ shows that, for x # A, 
~,(<k, ~,(u)) ,  x) = <k', ~+l , l (ux) ) ,  
whereh '= l i fandon ly i fux~S( i+]x] - - ]ux l )=$( i - - [u ] ) .  
We prove that if j ~ J, then $(A)( j)  = S(j). In fact, if j ~ J, then q~-(A) = 1 and 
A ~ S(A)(j) if and only if ql ---- {kl ,  1) ~F. This is so if and only if k 1 = 1, which is 
so if and only if A ~ S(j). Thus, A ~ S(A)(j) if and only if A ~ $(j). On the other hand, 
if x ~z A, then 
x e s(A)(j) 
where k' ---- 1 if and only if x e S(j). 
completes the proof. 
8j((kl, 1), x) eF  
<=~ 3~((kl, q~.(A)), x) e F 
(k', r ~F, 
Thus, x e S(A)(j) if and only if x e S(j), and this 
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In particular, if J is just {0} then, as pointed out in the example arlier, each equiva- 
lence relation ,~ is the equivalence relation ~ corresponding to S(0) considered only 
i 
on 27 ~. Thus, we obtain the following known [1] consequence of the theorem. 
COROLLARY. Given a set S C X*, a necessary and sufficient condition that S be a 
metaregular set is that there be some integer N such that for all i ~ 0 there are most N 
equivalence classes of the corresponding equivalence relation ~-~ in the set Z ~. 
EXAMPLES. (1) The set S = {a'~b~ln ~ l) is a context-free language which is 
not a metaregular set. In fact, for any j ~ 1 the collection {a 2i, a2i-tb,..., aJb j} of 
j + 1 words in 272~ has the property that no two are equivalent under ~-~. 
(2) Let S = {a, ab 2, ab2a3,...}, where in each word the powers of a, b alternate and 
the kth symbol occurs to the kth power. Then S is metaregular because any two 
prefixes of elements of S with the same length are equal so there are at most two 
equivalence classes of ~ in 27J for any j ~ 0. However, the set S R = {a, b~a, a3b2a,...) 
of reversals of elements of S is not metaregular because for any j the collection 
{a ~, a2~-lb,..., aJ+lb~-l, aJb~} of j -~  1 words in 27 zj partitions into more than [j/2] 
equivalence classes x with respect to the equivalence relation corresponding to S R. 
Thus, the class of metaregular sets is not closed under word reversal. 
(3) Let S = {a, ab 2, ab2a3,...} be as in (2) above and let T = {a'* t n ~ 0}. Then T 
is regular and S is metaregular, but T S is not a metaregular set. In fact, the collection 
of all words of length j having the form uv with u e T and with v an initial subword 
of a word in S (i.e., {aJ, aJ-lb, aJ-2b 2, aJ-3b2a ..... ab2aS,...}) consists of j words in Z'J, 
and has the property that no two are equivalent with respect to the equivalence 
relation corresponding to TS. Thus, the class of metaregular sets is not closed under 
product (concatenation). 
We shall show later (in the Corollary to Lemma 5.2) that the product of a meta- 
regular set with a regular set is a metaregular set. 
Combining Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.4 we obtain the following characterization 
of metaregular families. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let S be an indexed family of subsets of Z*. Then S is a metaregular 
family if and only if (a) either A belongs to all of the sets S(i) or to none, and (b) there 
is an integer N such that each equivalence relation ~.~ corresponding to S has at most N 
equivalence classes, i 
Proof. Assume S is a metaregular family. By Lemma 3.2 there is an integer N 
such thateach equivalence r lation ~ has at most N equivalence classes. Furthermore, 
i 
if S = S(A), where A = (Q, 8, ql, F, R), then A is in some S(A)(j) if and only if 
1 Here, [x] is the largest integer n such that n ~ x. 
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ql ~:F, in which case A is in S(A)(j) for allj. Thus, A is in $(j) for aUj, or in no $(j). 
Thus, a metaregular family has the properties (a) and (b) as stated. 
On the other hand, if $ is an indexed family satisfying (a) and (b), it follows from 
Theorem 3.4 that it is a metaregular family. 
4. ULTIMATELY PERIODIC FAMILIES 
In this section we consider ultimately periodic indexed families and their relation 
to automata with ultimately periodic reference tapes. 
A function f defined on a set of sufficiently large integers is said to be ultimately 
periodic if there exist integers N and k > 0 such that 
f ( j  + k) ~- f ( j ) ,  for all j />  N. 
In particular, since an indexed family $ is a function from the set of nonnegative 
integers to subsets of 27", we can speak of an ukimately periodic indexed family. 
Similarly since a reference tape R over _/1 is a function from the positive integers to P, 
we can speak of an ultimately periodic reference tape. 
LEMMA 4.1. A reference tape is ultimately periodic if and only if it has only a finite 
number of different ranslates. 
Proof. Let R----YW~ "'" be ultimately periodic and suppose N > 0 and k > 0 
such that Yj+k = 7~', for allj >/N.  Then it is trivial that Tj+k(R ) = T~(R) i f j />  N - -  1, 
so there are at most N + k -- 1 different ranslates of R. 
Conversely, assume there are only a finite number of translates of R. Then 
T~(R) ----- Ts(R), for some v > s ~> 0. Therefore, 
Y~+(~-s) = 7~, for j ~> s + 1, 
so R is ultimately periodic. 
The following result characterizes those indexed families defined by referenced 
automata with ultimately periodic reference tape. 
THEOREM 4.2. An indexed family S is defined by some referenced automaton with 
ultimately periodic reference tape if and only if it has all of the following properties: 
(i) S is ultimately periodic. 
(ii) S(i) is a regular set, for all i. 
(iii) Either A belongs to $(i), for all i, or A belongs to no S(i). 
Proof. Assume A = (Q, ~, ql ,F, R)  is a referenced automaton with ultimately 
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periodic reference tape. Choose N and k > 0 such that 7j+, = Y~", for j >~ N -- 1. 
Then it is clear that S(A)(j + k) = S(A)(j) for j  ~> N. So S(A) is ultimately periodic 
and S(A) satisfies (i). We now show S(A)(j) is regular for eachj. For fixed j, define an 
equivalence relation = over X* by the condition u ~ v if and only if $J(ql, u) = 8j(ql, v) 
and T~+I,I(R ) = T~+I~I(R). Then ~ is easily seen to be an equivalence relation. 
Since R is ultimately periodic, it follows from Lemma 4.1 that there are only finitely 
many translates of R. Since there are only finitely many states, there are only finitely 
many equivalence classes of --=. Note that if u ~ v, then, for any w ~ 27", 
uw e S(A)(j) <=> Sj(q, , uw) eF  
$~+lui($,(ql, u), w) 6F  
<~ 8j+H(~(ql, v), w) eF  
$j(ql, vw) e F 
vw e s (A) ( / ) .  
Therefore, if ~ is the equivalence relation corresponding to S(A)(j), we have shown 
that u ~ v implies u ~ v. Since there are only a finite number of equivalence classes 
of = ,  there are only a finite number of equivalence classes of ~ .  This implies S(A)(j) 
is regular so S(A) satisfies (ii). Finally, S(A) satisfies (ii i)for any automaton A by 
Theorem 3.5. 
Conversely, assume S is an ultimately periodic indexed family of regular subsets 
of 27' satisfying (iii). Choose N and k > 0 such that S(j) = S(j + k), for j />  N and 
choose automata A~ = (Qj ,  3j, qlo, Fs) for eachj  >~ 0 such that: 
(1) $(A)(j) = {w : 3~(qlj, w) eF}, for all j ~> 0, 
(2) A s=A~+,  for j />N,  
(3) Qi is disjoint from Qs if i < N or j  < N or i - - j  is not divisible by k. 
ThenQ = U QJ is finite, and we define a referenced automaton 
A = (Q u {qx}, 8', qx, F, R), 
where 
F = I 
[.)Fj if A is in no S(J), 
U Fs u {qm} if A e S(j), for all j, 
F={1 .... ,N - -1}u{O,  1 , . . . ,k - -1};  
R = 12 "" N --  1, 7NYN+I "'", 
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where y; = i if i is the remainder when j - -  N, for j ~> N, is divided by k, and 8' is 
defined by 
8'(ql, a, y) = ~J(qls, a), if y = j for 
or y=j - -N ;  
~'(q, a, ~) = ~(q, a), if q e Q~. 
I~ j~N- -1  
Thus, the reference tape R is ultimately periodic, and the only role played by R is at 
the first input to determine which automaton Aj acts. Thereafter A ignores R and 
simulates A~.. Thus A is a referenced automaton with ultimately-periodic reference 
tape, and it is clear that S(A) = S, completing the proof. 
Remarks. (1) If  S is an indexed family of regular subsets of 27* such that there are 
only finitely ma~y different subsets S(i) and A belongs to all or none of these S(i), it 
can be shown by the method of proof of Theorem 4.2 that S is a metaregular family. 
However, S can be defined by a referenced automaton with ultimately-periodic 
reference tape if and only if S is ultimately-periodic. 
(2) I f  S is an ultimately-periodic metaregular family, it need not be an indexed 
family of regular subsets of S*; in fact, if S is any metaregular family and ] ---- {0}, 
then, by the corollary to Theorem 2.2, S I J  is also a metaregular family. Since 
(S [ J)(j) = (S [ ])(1), for j >~ 1, we see that S [ J is an ultimately periodic meta- 
regular family. However, (S [ J)(0) = S(0) can be an arbitrary metaregular set so it 
need not be regular. 
Although we noted in Remark 2, above, that an ultimately-periodic metaregular 
family need not consist of regular sets, we can show that only finitely many sets 
in the family can be nonregular. 
THEOREM 4.3. I f  S is an ultimately-periodic metaregular family, there is an integer N 
such that $(j) is regular for allj >~ N. 
Proof. Choose k > 0 and N such that S(j q- k) = S(j), for all j >~ N. We show 
that S(j) is regular for j  ~ N. For 0 ~ i < k let W i be the subset of Z* consisting of 
all words with length congruent to i modulo k. F ix j  ~> N and let ~ be the equivalence 
relation on 27* corresponding to S(j). We show that there are only finitely many 
equivalence classes of ~ .  It suffices to show that for each i with 0 ~ i < k, there are 
only finitely many equivalence classes of ~ among the elements of Vr e . Thus, assume i 
also fixed and let u, v E We. We may assume that I u I >/[ v I. Then there is an integer 
m >~ 0 such that l u I = [ v [ q- mk. Let p = j q- ] u I and let -~ be the pth equivalence 
v 
relation corresponding to S. Then u ,~ v implies 
p 
uw ~ S(j) r vw e S( j  + I u I - I v 1) = s ( j ) .  
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Hence, u ~-~ v implies u ~-~ v. Since S is a metaregular family, it follows from Theo- 
~0 
rem 3.5 that there are only finitely many equivalence classes of S for any p. This 
implies that there are only finitely many equivalence classes of ~-~ in W i . Therefore 
S(j) is regular fo r j />  N. 
5. GENERATION OF METAREGULAR FAMILIES 
The well-known Kleene-Myhill Theorem [3] characterizes the class of regular sets 
as the smallest class of subsets of 2:* containing the finite sets and closed under the 
operations of union, product, and star. In this section we prove an analogue of the 
Kleene-Myhill Theorem: We show that the class of metaregular families is the 
smallest class containing all finite families and closed under the operations of union, 
splice product, and splice star. Here the generalization to families of sets is crucial; 
we know of no corresponding form of the Kleene-Myhill Theorem that holds for 
the metaregular sets themselves. 
If S C Z*, we let W.(S) = S n Z ~ (so W,~(S) is the set of all words in S of length n). 
Clearly W~(Z*) = Z ~ and W~(S u S') = W~(S) ~) Wn(S' ). 
Given indexed families S and S' their splice product S o S' is the indexed family 
such that 
(So S')(i) = U Wn(S(i)) S'(n + i). 
n>~0 
We shall see that the splice product plays a role for indexed families of sets analogous 
to that of product for sets. The term "splice" is used because of a kind of splicing of 
reference tapes in constructing referenced automata to accept the splice product of 
metaregular families (as in the proof of Lemma 5.2 below). 
LEMMA 5.1. The splice product operation is associative. 
Proof. Given indexed families S, S', S" we have 
[(S o S') o S"](i) = {,.) Wn((S o S')(i)) S"(n + i) 
= U U [Wm(S(i)) Wn_m(S'(m + i))] S"(n + i) 
n>/O O~<m~<m 
= U wm(s(i))[(s' o s")(m + i)] 
m>~O 
---- [S o (S'o S")](i), 
and this completes the proof. 
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For an indexed family $ we define St k] by induction on k so that St~ = {A}, for 
all i, and S[ k+l] = S o Stk], for k /> 0. (Then S[ 1] = S.) The splice star S* is defined by 
S*= U S[k]" 
k>/0 
EXAMPLES. (1) A particularly simple type of indexed family S is obtained if m is 
taken as a fixed number, C is taken as an arbitrary subset of 27* and $ is defined by 
S(i) = CA}, if i :y5 m, 
S(m) = cg. 
Then it is easy to verify that this indexed family is idempotent under splice product, 
i.e., S o S --~ $, and hence that S* = S u S[~ in this case. 
(2) Let m and c~ be fixed, as in (1), but now define S by 
S(i) = t{~ A} i f /<  mr 
otherwise. (t._, 
Then 
and 
i f  i < m, [so S](i) 
otherwise. 
i f /<  m 
otherwise. 
(3) We note that, if in (1) we had defined S(m) = C and S(i) = ~,  for all i =7~ m, 
then [S o S](i) = ~,  for all i ~ m, and [S o S](m) ---- {A} if A ~ C, but [S o S](m) = 
otherwise. 
LEMMA 5.2. The class of metaregular families is closed under the operations of splice 
product and splice star. 
Proof. Given referenced automata A ~-- (Q, 5, ql ,F, R) and A'  = (Q', 3', ql',F', R') 
over X, /"  and 27,/", respectively, with Q disjoint from Q', we define a nondeterministic 
referenced automaton A' = (Q • Q', 3", Q1, F", R • R') over 27,/" • F' ,  where 
R • R'  = (~1, Y l t ) (~2,  Y2') "" ,  
F"=F '  
t{ql}, 
Q1 = t{ql, ql'}, 
3"(q, a, (y, ~,')) = 3(q, a, ~), if 
3"(q, a, (y, ~/)) = {8(q, a, ~,), qx'}, if 
8"(q', a, (y, y')) = 3'(q', a, 9/), if 
if qa (~ F 
if ql ~ F 
3(q, a, r) e Q - -F ,  
~(q, a, V) E F, 
q'EO' 
q~Q 
qEQ 
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Note that if B C Q, then 
~"(B, a, <7, 7'>) CQ, 
and 
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if U{3(q,a, 7 ) :q~B}CQ- -F ,  
l {~1'} if w~-A 
~({qa'}, w) = {3j+l,ll+..,+l,,~l(ql, v) : q)(w)} otherwise, 
Therefore 
{q I '}~3"(B ,a , (7 ,7 ' ) )CQO{ql '} ,  if O{3(q,a, 7 ) :q~B} meets F. 
Furthermore, if B' C Q', then 
3"(B', a, (7, 7')) = (3 {3'(q', a, 7') : q' ~ B'}. 
Therefore, for any i >~ 0 and w e 27", 3~(Q], w) meets F" if and only if there is a 
factorization w = uv such that either (a) u = A, QI -= {qx, qx'} and 3/(qx', w) meets F', 
or (b) u V6 A, Q1 = {qa}, 3,(qx, u)~F,  and 3~+t,l(qa' , v )~F ' .  In case (a), qx ~F  so 
A ~ Wo(S(A)(i)) , and hence 
uv ~ Wo(S(A)(i)) S(A')(i) C [S(A) o $(A')](i). 
In case (b), u ~ WlulS(A)(i) and hence 
uv ~ Wl,,l(S(A)(i)) $(A')(i + [ u l) C [S(A) o S(A')](i). 
In any event we see that w ~ $(A")(i) if and only if w ~ [$(A) o $(A')](i). Therefore, 
S(A") = S(A) o $(A'). Since for any two metaregular families S, $' there exist refer- 
enced automata A, A' with disjoint sets of states such that S = S(A) and S' = S(A'), 
it follows that the class of metaregular families is closed under splice product. 
Given a referenced automaton A ~ (Q, 3, ql ,F, R), define a nondeterministic 
referenced automaton A • (Q u {q(}, ~, {ql'}, F to {ql'}, R), where 
~(q/, a, v) = {~(q~, a, 7)}, 
g(q, a, 7) = {3(q, a, 7)}, if $(q, a, 7) ~ Q - F, 
~(q, a, 7) = {3(a, q, 7), ql}, if 3(q, a, 7) ~ F. 
Given B C Q let 3'(B, a, 7) =- (3 {3(q, a, 7) : q ~ B}. Then the definition of 2i is 
such that, for B C Q, 
t3'(B, a, 7), if 3'(B, a, 7) C Q - F 
~(B, a, 7) = t{ql} to 3 (B, a, 7), if 3'(B, a, 7) meetsF. 
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where q~(w) is the condition: w = UlU 2 "'" UkV for some k ~> 0 such that 
~J(ql , Ul) ~ F 
8~.+4u, l(qa , us) ~ F 
~j+[uxl+.. .+luk_l l (ql  , Uk) ~ 1;'. 
Then S(A) : [S(A)]*, showing that the class of metaregutar families is closed under 
splice star. 
This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
COROLLARY The product of a metaregular set with a regular set is a metaregular set. 
Proof. Let S be any metaregular family, and, given a regular set R, let SR be the 
indexed family such that SR(i) = R, for all i /> 0. By Theorem 4.2, $R is a metaregular 
family. By Lemma 5.2, $ o SR is a metaregular family. Then (S o SR)(0) is a metaregular 
set. But 
(S o SR)(0) = U W,(S(0)) Sa(n) =- U Wn(S(0))R = S(0)R. 
n~0 n>~0 
Therefore, $(0)R is a metaregular set. Since S(0) can be an arbitrary metaregular set, 
the corollary is proved. 
An indexed family S is called finite if (a) Ui~>0 S(i) is a finite subset of E*, and 
(b) the empty word is in every S(i) or in no S(i). A finite indexed family S has the 
property that S(i) is finite for each i /> 0 and there are only finitely many distinct S(i). 
We shall prove that the class of metaregular families is the smallest class of indexed 
families containing all the finite families and closed with respect o the operations of 
union, splice product, and splice star. 
LEMMA 5.3. I f  S is a finite indexed family, then S is a metaregular family. 
Proof. This can be shown by the method of proof of the second half of Theorem 4.2. 
In fact, as pointed out in Remark 1 following Theorem 4.2, any indexed family 
consisting solely of finitely many regular sets such that each such set contains A, or 
none does, is a metaregular family. 
We come now to the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 5.4. The class of metaregular families is the smallest set of indexed families 
containing all the finite families and closed with respect o union, splice star, and splice 
product. 
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Proof. By Lemma 5.3 every finite family is metaregular. By Theorem 2.2 and 
Lemma 5.2 the class of metaregular families is closed with respect o the operations 
of union, splice product, and splice star. Thus, the class of metaregular families 
contains the smallest class of indexed families containing all finite families and closed 
with respect o union, splice product, and splice star. 
Given a referenced automaton A = (Q, ~, ql ,F, R), suppose the states to be 
enumerated in a sequence ql ..... qm . For I ~< i, j <~ rn, 1 <~ k ~ m + 1, and n >~ 0 
let Tij~n be the set of words w such that 8n(qi, w) = qj, and if w' is any non-empty 
proper initial subword of w, then 8~(qi, w') =- q~, with p < k. For 1 <~ i, j <~ m, 
1 ~< k ~< m + 1, let Sijk be the indexed family such that Sisk(n ) = Tijk~, for n >~ 0. 
Then Si~l is a finite family for each i, j because U,~>0 Sin(n) C 2 ~ {A} and A e Sin(n) 
if and only if i = j. Therefore, Sijt is a metaregular family for each i, j. By induction 
on k we show that (for all i, j, k) Sijk is contained in the smallest class of indexed 
families which contains the finite families and is closed under the operations of union, 
splice product, and splice star. It is easy to verify that, for 1 < k ~< m + 1, 
:~ o Sijlc : S i jk_  1 V S ikk_  1 o Sk/ck_ 1 Skj/c_l . 
This expresses Si~k in terms of families Si , j ,k_  1 and the operations of union, splice 
product, and splice star. Thus, Sijk is in this smallest class, for all i , j ,  k. 
In particular, S(A) = Vqfr Sl~m+x is in this smallest class. Therefore, the class of 
metaregular families is contained in the smallest class of indexed families containing 
all finite families and closed with respect o the operations of union, splice product, 
and splice star. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
6. SUBSTITUTION 
In this section we consider the effect of homomorphism or substitution on meta- 
regular families. We show that homomorphisms and inverse homomorphisms do not 
preserve metaregular sets. However, homomorphisms in which each symbol is mapped 
to a word of some fixed length do preserve metaregular sets and metaregular families. 
EXAMPLES. (1) We present an example to show that the class of metaregular sets 
is not closed under homomorphism. Let #a(w) be the number of occurrences of the 
symbol a in the word w. It is easy to see that 
S={w~{a,b}* : [w[  =n 2, for some n>~O}, 
is a metaregular set. Let h be the homomorphism on {a, b}* such that h(a)= a, 
h(b) = b 2, and let S' = h(S). Then 
S' = {w ~ {a, b2} * : #a(W) + #b(W)/2 = n 2, for some n >~ 0}. 
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We show S' is not metaregular by verifying that, in the set {a m, am-lb,..., ab m-l, bin}, 
no two words are equivalent under the equivalence relation corresponding to S'. 
In fact, consider two such words, say aib m-i and ai+kb m-i-k, with 0 ~ i ~< m and 
0<k<~m-- i .  Choose n>m and let w=a n2-i-(m-~)/~, if m- - i  is even, and 
w = ba n~-i-('~-i+l)/~, if m -- i is odc]. Then (aibm-i)w is in S' because 
#a(aibm-iw) + #b(aibm-iw)/2 = n 2. 
On the other hand, if k is even, 
#a(ai+kbm-i-kw) + #b(ai+~bm-i-kw)/2 = n 2 + k/2, 
which is not a square because (n + 1) 2 - -  n 2 = 2n + 1 > m > k/2. If k is odd, then 
#+kbm-i-kw does not contain an even number of occurrences of b. In any event, 
#+kbm-i-kw is not in S'. Therefore, #b m-i and ai+kbm-i-k are not equivalent under 
the equivalence relation ~orresponding to S'. By the Corollary to Theorem 3.4, S' is 
not a metaregular set. 
(2) We present an example to show that the class of metaregular sets is not 
closed under inverse homomorphism. In fact, consider the homomorphism h(a) = a, 
h(b) = b z as above and let 
= {w ~ {a, b2} * : #~(w) + #~(w) = n 2, for some n ~> 0}. 
It is easy to see that S is metaregular and that 
h-l(S) = {w ~ {a, b}* : #a(w) + 2#b(w) = n ~, for some n >~ 0}, 
is not metaregular. 
We shall prove that a "uniform homomorphism" (i.e., a homomorphism h such 
that h(a) has the same length for all a E 27) does preserve metaregular sets and meta- 
regular families. This will follow from a general substitution theorem. 
Let ~ be any function from the set of positive integers to itself, and define & to 
be the function from the set N (of natural numbers) to N such that &(0) = 0 and 
5(i) = Xl~_~j< i o~(j) for i ~> 1. Then 5 is a one-to-one function taking N into N. If S is 
any indexed family, we define S~ to be the indexed family (recall that W,~(B) = Z n n B 
for any B C 27*) 
IW~(~+a)S(&(i)), if k =~( i )  
S~(h) 
;~, if k is not in the image of &. 
Note that (S~)~ = S~. 
LEMMA 6.1. I f  S is a metaregular family, so is S~ for any cx. 
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Proof. Let A = (Q, 3, ql ,F, R> be a referenced automaton defining S, where 
R = YW~ "". Define a referenced automaton A'  = (Q', 3', q1', F' ,  R') ,  where 
and 
Q' = {qa'} u (Q • {0, 1}) w {qa} 
F'  = F x {1}, 
R' = PxPz "", with Pi = (Y~, tzi), i ~> 1, 
and where 
t~k=0,  if &(i)+ 1 <k  <&( i+ l ) l  
/ zk= 1, if &( i )+ 1 =k  <&( i+ l )  
t zk=2,  if ~( i )+  1 <k=5( i+ l )  ' 
tzk----3, if &(i) + 1 -~ k &(i + l))  
for some i />  O. 
Then the sequence/zl/~ ~ ... is a product of words each having the form 3 or the form 
10 q 2, for some q /> 0. The next-state function 3' is defined by 
I<3(q~'a'~') '0> if /z = 1 
3'(q1' , a, <),,/x>) = 1 <8(q1' a, T), l> if /~ = 3 
t qa otherwise 
{ (3(q, a, 90, O> if ix = 0 
3'(<q, 0>, a, <y,/x>) ----- 1 <3(q, a, 90, 1 > if /z = 2 
q a otherwise, 
3'(<q, 1 >, a, <v, ~>) = q~, 
3'(q~, a, <~,, g>) = q~. 
Then S(A')(k) = Z unless/zk+ ~ = 1 or 3, in which case k = &(i), for some i. In case 
k = ~(i) for some i, then for any word w we see that 
t <8~(ql, ~), o> 
3k'(ql', w) = l($~(qx, w), 1> 
~qa 
if 0< lw l  <a( i+  1) 
if Iwl  =~( i+ 1) 
if Iwl  > ~( i+ 1). 
Therefore, S(A')(k) = W~C,+I}S(A)(5~(i)), if k = &(i); and S(A') = ~ if k is not in 
the image of 5. Hence, S(A') = (S(A))~ = S~ so S= is a metaregular family. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let a be a given function (as above) and let N be a positive integer. 
Assume S is an indexed family such that S(k) = ~ if k is not in the image of&; otherwise 
S(k) C X ~(i+1) and #S(k) ~ N if k = &(i). Then S is a metaregular family. 
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Proof. Clearly such a family S can be represented as the union of N families 
having the same property but with at most one element in S(k), for k = &(i). Thus it. 
suffices to prove the result for the case N = 1. We construct a reference tape 
R = YW2Yz "'" such that, for any i, Y~(,)+lYa(,)+2 "'"Y~(~+x) is the unique word in S(&(i)), 
if there is such a word, and is blank if there is not such a word. Let A be a referenced 
automaton (with reference ta.pe R) that accepts all non-empty prefixes of R as long as 
the prefix has no blanks. Then (S(A))~ = S, proving the result. 
Let a be as above and let S be an indexed family of subsets of 2~*. Assume that for 
each a ~ 2; we have an indexed family r(a). The a-substitution of S, denoted %(5), is 
defined to be the indexed family such that 
(%(5))(~(i))  = ~{[~-(al)~ o . . . .  z(a.)~](~( i ) )  : a 1 "'" a,  ~ S(i)} 
%(S)(k) = ;~, if k is not in the image of ~. 
The e-substitution has-the following properties: 
(1) If S(i) = {a I ". a,}, for all i, then %(S) = r(al)~O . . . .  -r(a,)~. 
(2) I f  S = Ua Sa, then %(S) = [.)a %(Sa). 
(3) %(5 o S') = %(S) o %(5'), for any 5, S'. 
The first two are immediate. We prove the third. 
0-(5 o 5'))(~(i))  
= U {[7(al)e(~ . . .o  ,r(a~0)0(](~(i)) : a l  .. .  aa o E~ (So  S')( i)} 
! 
= L) L) {W,([~-(a,)~ o . . . .  z(aq)~] &(i)[r(aq+~)~ o . . . .  ~(av)~](n q- &(i))), 
n>~o 
where L)' is the union over all a, ... aq ~ S(i) and all a~+ 1 -.. a~ e S'(i q- q). 
By the definition of T(aj)~ we see that W,([~-(al)~ o . . . .  z(aq)=] &(i)) = ;~, unless 
n = ~(i q- 1) q- "" -b a(i -b q), in which case 
8(i) + n = &(i) q- a(i q- 1) q- ." q- a(i q- q) = &(i q- q). 
Thus, we have 
(%(So S'))(&(i)) = U W,[%(S)(&(i)))]. %(S')(n q- &(i)) 
n~>O 
= [~-~(s)o ~(s')](~(i)). 
Since it is trivially true that (%(5 o S'))(k) = (%(5) o %(S'))(k) if k is not in the image 
of ~, we see that 
~(So s') = ~(s) o T~(S'). 
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THEOREM 6.3. The result of an o~-substitution f metaregular families into a meta- 
regular family is a metaregular family. 
Proof. I f  S is a family consisting of some word, w = a 1 "" a~, for certain indices 
and empty otherwise, it follows from (1) that ,~(S) is the restriction of ~-(al) ~ o . . . .  r(a~)~ 
to certain indices. Since the splice product of metaregular families is a metaregular 
family by Lemma 5.2, and the restriction of a metaregular family is a metaregular 
family by the Corollary to Theorem 2.2, ,~(S) is a metaregular family. Since any 
finite family is a finite union of such families S, it follows from (2) that ,~ applied to 
any finite family is a metaregular family. 
Since the metaregular families are generated from the finite families by union, splice 
product, and splice star, it suffices to show that ~-~ commutes with these operations. 
By (3) ~ commutes with splice product, and by (3) and (2) T~ commutes with splice 
star. This completes the proof. 
Let ~a, ~2, ~a .... be a sequence of positive integers. Then an indexed uniform 
homomorphism h is a family of homomorphisms {hl}i>>.l (where hi :27*--+ 27*) such 
that, for all a ~ 27, [ hi(a)[ = ~i. Let ~(i) = ~i be the function used as above. If S is 
an indexed family, we define h(S) to be the indexed family such that 
(h(s))(a(i)) = U {hi+l(ai) h~+~(a~) . . .  h ,+~(a~)  : a l  "'" a~ ~ S(i)} 
COROLLARY. An indexed uniform homomorphism sends a metaregular family to a 
metaregular family. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 6.2 that, for each a e 27, there is a metaregular 
family T(a) such that (T(a))(&(i)) = {h~+l(a)} and (~-(a)(k)) = ~,  if k is not in the image 
of &. Then for any indexed family S, ~-,(S) = h(S), and it follows from Theorem 6.3 
that ,~(S) is a metaregular family if S is. 
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